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Maser emission from water, methanol, silicon monoxide and other molecules can reach brightness temperatures  1010 K. Such
observations can achieve sub-pc precision for discs around black holes or sub-au scale interactions in protostellar discs and the regions
where evolved star winds reach escape velocity. Ultra-high resolution maser observations also provide photon statistics, for fundamental
physics experiments. RadioAstron has shown the success – and limitations – of cm-wave maser observations on scales  1 mas with
sparse baseline coverage. ALMA, APEX and earlier single dish searches have found a wealth of mm and sub-mm masers, some of which
probably also attain high brightness temperatures. Masers are ideal for high-resolution observations throughout the radio regime and we
need to consider the current lessons for the best observational strategies to meet specific science cases.
 2019 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The exponential nature of stimulated emission means
that masers appear spectrally and spatially narrowed as
well as highly amplified. Other authors in these Proceedings
including Brunthaler, van Langevelde, Impellizzeri, Mat-
thews, Moran, Kutz and Shakhvorostova have introduced
evolved stars and masers and covered applications such as
astrometry and extra-galactic masers. This contribution
will give references for some recent Galactic maser research
areas which would benefit from ultra-high resolution. We
will consider the angular resolution and sensitivityhttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.05.052
0273-1177/ 2019 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: amsr@jb.man.ac.uk (A.M.S. Richards).required, and other benefits of observing from above the
atmosphere.
Masers are one of the few natural phenomena which
have spatial profiles which are usually genuinely close to
Gaussian, so that fitting 2-D Gaussian components gives
very accurate results, effective resolution limited by (beam
size)/(S/N) where S/N is the signal to noise ratio. This gives
the beamed size of a maser spot, but if the spectral channels
are much narrower than the velocity dispersion (thermal or
gradient) in an emitting cloud, say 0.1 km s1 sampling 1–
2 km s1, the positions of spots in adjacent channels traces
the true angular extent of the underlying cloud. This can be
used to measure the beaming angle directly (Richards et al.,
2011) and distinguish between emitting clumps which are
approximately spherical and quiescently outflowing (which
are very tightly beamed), v. shocked slabs, which can
A.M.S. Richards et al. / Advances in Space Research 65 (2020) 780–789 781produce amplified emission of angular size approaching
that of the emission region even in a single channel.
A list of telescope acronyms and links is given at the end.
2. Mass loss from the stellar surface
Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) and Red Supergiant
(RSG) stars have diameters of 1–10 au or even greater,
and surface temperatures in the range of about 2200–
3500 K. Matthews covered observations of their radio pho-
tospheres. These stars play a major role in enriching the
interstellar medium with dust and molecules containing
the products of stellar nucleosynthesis. It is not well-
understood how the wind crosses the first few RH (stellar
radii). These stars pulsate (with periods from a few months
to several years) and the pulsations levitate the surface lay-
ers, but something else must contribute to overcoming the
pull of the star’s gravity. Within a few RH, sufficiently
absorbent oxygen-rich grains would be destroyed by heat-
ing; scattering might play a role in using the stellar radia-
tion to drive the wind but requires special grain
composition (Höfner et al., 2016). It has been suggested
that mass loss and dust formation might be enhanced
above convection cells and that the magnetic field can
shape if not drive the wind (Vlemmings et al., 2005). Out-
side  5RH, where copious dust has formed, there is ample
evidence for radiation pressure on dust driving a radially
accelerating wind (e.g. review by Höfner and Olofsson,
2018), reaching escape velocity a little further out. The
winds are known to be clumpy (e.g. Richards et al.
(2012) and references therein); in the 22 GHz H2O maser
shell from  5–50RH the maser clouds have a filling factor
 1% but contain 10 to > 50% of the mass. The cloud size
is roughly proportional to the stellar diameter, and, scaled
back to the stellar surface (assuming radial expansion), is
consistent with the postulated size of convection cells
(Freytag et al., 2017; Chiavassa et al., 2009).Fig. 1. left R Cas (at 176 pc): 23 epochs of 43 GHz SiO emission superimposed
The trajectories of maser features which could be matched in successive epochThe 22-GHz maser proper motions from solitary stars
are predominantly in accelerating expansion, and individ-
ual clouds appear to survive about a year (5 yr – decades)
around AGB (RSG), which is puzzling as they are both
warmer and denser than the average of the outflow; a
frozen-in magnetic field is a possible explanation. Fig. 2
shows masers observed 5 years apart. In some cases, the
patterns of individual spots within a feature are recognis-
able, such as the inset region A, which appears to have
rotated about 60 anticlockwise during 5 years. The appar-
ent speed is about 2–15 km s1, the uncertainty mainly due
to the alignment of the epochs, but it appears to be at least
partly supersonic. This could be any or all of bulk rotation,
internal turbulence, or a pattern speed due to shocks/Alf-
vèn wave propagation. Turbulence is discussed further in
Section 3.
SiO maser clumps, found within  5RH of AGB stars,
have individual motions up to  10 km s1 but recent
proper motion analysis by Assaf (2018) (using the VLBA,
with a resolution of  0:04 mas) shows that the net outflow
from R Cas is  0:4 km s1, taking 50–70 yr to cross a dis-
tance of a few RH (Fig. 1). This slow transport could favour
dust formation. It is likely that the clumps are differenti-
ated in density and thus temperature, degree of ionisation,
magnetic and even chemical properties. These are crucial
parameters in determining dust formation. ALMA pro-
vides the most precise images of precursors like AlO (e.g.
Kamiński et al., 2016; Decin et al., 2017) but the relatively
low brightness temperature of thermal lines makes it
impractical to map them at resolutions below 10–20 mas.
VLTI (e.g. Wittkowski et al., 2007; Karovicova et al.,
2013) can give an indication of the distribution of the first
molecules to form in a warm layer inside the surface of
AGB and RSG stars (known as the MOLsphere) and the
hot dust distribution but only masers can provide sub-
mas structure and kinematics as matter leaves the surface.
The possibility of observing multiple transitions, along(each series of nearby spots in successive channels forms a feature). right
s as a function of stellar phase.
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using masers to measure physical conditions as well. The
masing rotational transitions of SiO occur at frequencies
around Jupper43 GHz for the upper level in J = 1–0,
J = 2–1 etc., shifted slightly according to the isotopic com-
position and vibrational state; v = 1 and v = 2 are usually
strongest but v = 0–5 have been detected. Sub-mm SiO
masers have been detected using APEX (De Beck and
Olofsson, 2018; Humphreys et al., 2017) and mapped at
mm wavelengths up to J = 3–2, v = 1 at 129 GHz using
the KVN (Cragg et al., 2005a). All resolved images so far
show SiO masers are confined to the inner  7RH, as tem-
peratures > 1500 K are required. SiO models and the cor-
relations between SiO maser velocity, intensity and stellar
pulsations (Gray et al., 2009; Wittkowski et al., 2007) show
that the associated shocks are still significant, although
damped in this region. Outside  5RH, evidence for shocksFig. 2. left 22 GHz H2O masers around RSG S Per (2.3 kpc distant) map
proportional to flux density.right Separate plots for feature A at the two epoc
Fig. 3. leftH2O masers around VY CMa (RSG, at 1.2 kpc) coloured by transiti
(mostly dust) contours. The stellar position is marked by the red cross at (0,0
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)in H2O maser beaming was only seen in the thinnest-shelled
Miras which also showed other evidence for flares.
Mutiple mm and sub-mm H2O masers have already
been mapped with ALMA (Vlemmings et al., 2017;
Richards et al., 2014), Fig. 3 but not yet using the full
16-km baselines. These results broadly support the models
of Neufeld and Melnick (1991),Gray et al. (2016) etc.
Over 50 H2O maser transitions are known or predicted
between 22 and 960 GHz in bands accessible from Earth,
with more only detectable from space or at THz frequen-
cies. These transitions have energy levels from 200 to
7000 K, with pumping requirements in number density
and temperature ranges 105 < n < 1011 cm3,
300 < TK < 3000 K. The H2O maser line at 1.296 THz
was detected from evolved stars (at a few 100 – few
1000 Jy) using SOFIA by Neufeld et al. (2017), along with
quasi-thermal emission at 1.885 THz.ped by MERLIN in 1994 (circles) and 1999 (triangles). Symbol area is
hs.
on. right Zoom into 658 GHz masers (coloured by velocity) and continuum
). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
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Observations of methanol, mostly at 6.7 and 12 GHz,
and 22 GHz water maser emission have been performed
with the EVN, VLBA and other terrestrial arrays towards
many compact HII regions or Star Forming Regions (SFR)
with a resolution just under 1 mas, or a few hundred las
for mm-wave SiO masers. Fitting to the Gaussian shapes
of maser spots allows the astrometric accuracy to be as
good as 0.006 mas (see parallax measurements for WB89-
437 in Hachisuka et al. (2009) using data on H2O masers,
and for S252 in Reid et al. (2009) using data on methanol
masers). This allows measurements of the annual trigono-
metric parallaxes for sources as distant as 20 kpc from
the Sun (Sanna et al., 2017). The GMVA at mm-wave line
transitions (see Section 5) or Space VLBI at 22 GHz are
required to reach the highest spatial resolution currently
available.
The highest current instrumental angular resolution at
radio wavelengths, of about 8 las, was achieved in obser-
vations of the extra-Galactic H2O masers in NGC 4258
(Sobolev et al., 2018; Baan et al., 2018). For maser sources
in our Galaxy the best instrumental angular resolution, of
about 22–23 las, was achieved in RadioAstron observa-
tions of H2O masers in W3 IRS 5 and W49 N (Sobolev
et al., 2018; Shakhvorostova et al., 2018).
So far, the highest-resolution RadioAstron measure-
ments of Galactic masers are from the HW3Diii region
of Cepheus A. Two H2O spots were identified by Sobolev
et al. (2018), with fitted sizes of 15 las, 60.01 au, corre-
sponding to T B > 2 1014 K. These spots, separated by
0.23 au, contain 5–10% of the single dish flux, with 87%
in a 0.6 au halo, see Fig. 4. Pushchino single dish monitor-
ing shows rapid variability of the spectral feature, consis-
tent with a very compact size. A strong IR radiation field
quenches the radiative sink in H2O maser pumping (Gray
et al., 2016), for example as demonstrated in the NGC
6334 I MM1 flare reported by Brogan et al. (2018), but ifFig. 4. centre The Cepheus A region containing HWdiii, shown in VLA 1.3-cm
RadioAstron. left The angular separation of the RadioAstron components, seIR radiation can escape from the region or the dust is
cooler than the gas, very high maser amplification is possi-
ble in the dense medium over sub-au gain lengths. This
could occur in the vicinity of a YSO (young stellar object)
if the dust has been cleared locally and/or it is shielded by
cool, optically thick dust.
The observed velocity gradient across the compact
masers is equivalent to 4 km s1 au1, much steeper than
is seen in the ISM. The authors consider three possible sce-
narios producing such compact, bright masers, Keplerian
motion, chance overlap of maser clouds in the line-of-
sight, or turbulent vortices as a wind passes an obstacle.
They consider that the first possibility is unlikely in Cep
A HW3diii, while the second and third possibilities, corre-
sponding to turbulent motions, are plausible.
It is worth noting that, as in W49, most of the maser flux
is lost in Galactic H2O maser observations which only use
long baselines. For example, 87% of Cep A HW3diii flux
resides in a halo (Sobolev et al., 2018) whilst in W49 N only
0.1% to 0.6% of the total flux is concentrated in the ultra-
compact structures detected on space-ground baselines of
up to 9.6 Earth diameters (Shakhvorostova et al., 2018).
These low values of correlated flux density are probably
due to the fact that the real sizes of the masing regions
are much bigger than the apparent sizes of the spots
(Gwinn, 1994; Harvey-Smith and Cohen, 2006; Sobolev
et al., 2005), and the ultra-small features appear due to
the turbulence and scattering either in the maser region
itself or in the interstellar medium.
There have been few comprehensive searches for higher-
frequency H2O masers in SFR; surveys at 183 GHz (e.g.
Cernicharo et al., 1990) found that it is widespread and
often extended. ALMA imaged very bright emission in
VY CMa and Sgr B2 at a few hundred mas resolution.
Its excitation temperature is 200 K, similar to OH masers,
and it has a similar distribution around VY CMa. OH
1.6 GHz hot spots have been detected by RadioAstron
towards Onsala 1 and W75(N); 183 GHz H2O masers sharecontours. right A ground-based baseline spectrum of the region imaged by
e Sobolev et al. (2018) for details.
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also be detectable at sub-mas resolution. The strongest
known sub-mm maser in SFR is the 658 GHz H2O transi-
tion detected in Orion KL by Hirota et al. (2016) (along
with other (sub-) mm masers). The 1.296 THz H2O maser
was detected in NGC 7538 by Herpin et al. (2017) using
SOFIA, and comparison with e-MERLIN images and
Efflesburg spectra show that it comes from the hottest part
of IRS1.
Numerous Class II methanol masers are found close to
massive YSO (Green et al., 2017). The chemical interaction
of the YSO with its environment produces a high methanol
abundance and the conditions are favourable for strong
maser pumping, i.e. a radiative source in the infra-red
and a lower optical depth at longer wavelengths providing
a sink (Ostrovskii and Sobolev, 2002). This type of pump-
ing is supported by observations showing that excitation of
these masers propagates at the speed of light (Sugiyama
et al., 2008). Imaging with VLBI (e.g. Sanna et al., 2017;
Araya et al., 2010; Moscadelli et al., 2017) has been used
to identify outflows and infall, expanding or Keplerian
discs, constraining the enclosed mass and accretion mecha-
nisms. A maser at 390 GHz was detected using ALMA
Zinchenko et al. (2017). Fig. 5 shows two methanol transi-
tions from the massive YSO S255 NIRS3. The line at
349.1 GHz is both spectrally and spatially compact, likely
to be the 141  140Aþ Class II maser transition. The emis-
sion appears to come from the near side of the disc, at sev-
eral hundred au from NIRS3, and is possibly related to this
object’s accretion burst in 2015. Methanol maser candi-
dates are predicted throughout this range up to much
higher frequencies (Cragg et al., 2005b).
Class I methanol masers are found at greater distances
from massive YSOs, where collisional pumping takes over
from the radiative source of excitation (Voronkov et al.,Fig. 5. S255 NIRS3. The solid and dashed spectra are for the 141  140Aþ an
and (b) show integrated emission for these lines and (c) shows the first momen
and the locations A and P of 6.7 GHz methanol emission. The contours in all p2005; Sobolev et al., 2007). This is confirmed by extensive
surveys e.g. Voronkov et al. (2014). These masers are
numerous and widespread (Ladeyschikov et al., 2018;
Yang et al., 2017). Transitions up to 44 GHz been mapped
at au resolution using KaVA (Matsumoto et al., 2014). At
present Class I methanol masers are detected at frequencies
up to 278 GHz (Leurini et al., 2016) and maser candidates
are predicted at much higher frequencies (Voronkov et al.,
2012). Unlike Class II, they are one of the smaller range of
masers also tracing lower-mass star formation.
Many class II methanol masers vary periodically
(Goedhart et al., 2014), on timescales of days to months.
The most probable mechanisms are variations in the infra-
red radiation field induced by cyclic accretion instabilities
in a circumstellar (Araya et al., 2010) or protobinary
(Parfenov and Sobolev, 2014) disc; alternative possibilities
include variability of a central YSO (Inayoshi et al., 2013)
or a background source providing seed photons. Where
regions have multiple features at different velocities, or
additional masers e.g. HCHO, H2O, high resolution imag-
ing can locate the variable features, so that their orienta-
tion in relation to time lags reveals the speed of
propagation and thus the nature of the excitation
(Moscadelli et al., 2017; Szymczak et al., 2016; Sugiyama
et al., 2008). The 6.7 GHz methanol maser emission flares
from S255 NIRS3 (Szymczak et al., 2018) appear to be
connected to accretion bursts which could provide a solu-
tion to the radiative pressure limiting the accretion of mat-
ter onto the YSO allowing it to grow in mass beyond  10
M	. Similar flares are seen in NGC6334 1 (Brogan et al.,
2018). Discs around massive YSOs are subject to gravita-
tional instability (Meyer et al., 2019), likely to lead to fre-
quent accretion bursts, a suggestion supported by the
structures observed in maser emission (Sanna et al., 2017;
Zinchenko et al., 2017).d 161  152A methanol transitions (the latter multiplied by 3). Insets (a)
t of the maser line 141  140Aþ, overlaid with the channel peak positions
anels show the 0.8 mm continuum. See Zinchenko et al. (2017) for details.
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investigation of beaming by Araya et al. (2010), who found
an inverse relationship between the measured (beamed) size
and the flux density of maser spots. This suggests an ‘‘am-
plification bounded” maser in which the emission is from
clouds which are very roughly spherical and probably drift-
ing quiescently, rather than shocked slabs (see Section 1).
4. Maser and fundamental physics
A change by a factor of a few or even a few tenths in the
maser pump rate or amplification column can lead to
orders of magnitude increases in brightness (introduced
by e.g. Elitzur, 1992 and Gray et al., 2016). Maser flares
have been observed sporadically and periodically, and
understanding the maser mechanism reveals the underlying
process. There are at least three ways to produce a flare.
Two clouds overlapping along the line of sight has been
directly observed in W Hya (Richards et al., 2012) by trac-
ing the proper motions of features, one clump passing in
front of another with a similar V LSR, whilst the associated
spectral peak rose from  10 to nearly 3000 Jy. This pro-
cess, and the effects of cloud shape, are modelled by
Gray et al. (2018). Shocks can also produce flares, and
one resolved example may occur close to VY CMa. The
curve of 658 GHz masers in the inset of Fig. 2 appears to
represent wind deflected by the large SE dust clump. In
2013–2016 a new 22-GHz maser feature appeared, bright-
ening to > 2000 Jy just behind this region, and a  1000
Jy peak is seen nearby at 183 GHz in 2016 observations.
In both cases the peak is around 1 km s1, blue-shifted
compared with the normal peaks around V H, 22 km s
1.
However, more precise astrometry and higher resolution
than the existing mm images are needed to investigate this
properly. Thirdly, IR emission can enhance the pump rate
by heating the gas. This is seen in the variations of circum-
stellar SiO (also affected by pulsations), and the weak vari-
ability of H2O masers with stellar period. High resolution is
needed to locate the maser species, along with monitoring
any time delays between events in different locations. This
distinguishes between the timescale needed for propagation
of shocks, or radiative effects which would affect a large
area more rapidly.
Precise tests of turbulence models can be made using
ultra-high resolution mapping, whether by direct observa-
tion of small regions (Sobolev et al., 2018, see Section 3)
or by consideration of the maser images, profiles and vari-
ability (Liljeström and Gwinn, 2000; Sobolev et al., 1998,
2003). The scale at which turbulence is initiated in a region
can be investigated by considering maser distribution
statistics (Gwinn, 1994; Sobolev et al., 1998, 2003). Fractal
analysis of clustering scales in angular separation (includ-
ing larger scales) and velocity provided a measure of the
Kolmogorov scale, distinguishing between incompressible
and compressible flows, the latter suggesting supersonic
dissipation (Gray, 2012; Strelnitski et al., 2002; Silant’ev
et al., 2006; Richards et al., 2005). Probing the scales onwhich turbulence is dissipated requires very high angular
resolution and was probably first measured using space
VLBI with RadioAstron (Sobolev et al., 2018).
The extreme brightness of masers even allows high
enough resolution to investigate non-Gaussian statistics
(Gray, 2012), as saturated masers may show residual coher-
ence due to the stimulated emission favouring the funda-
mental (Lorenzian) line shape (of order 2 Hz at 22 GHz).
Takefuji et al. (2016) used rapid (ls) time sampling at
ultra-high spectral resolution with a single dish to find a
coherence scale of  30ls for bright masers in W49N, 6
times longer than expected for Gaussian statistics. We note
that the measured coherence times vary between sources
observed, and also across the spectral bandwidth of each
individual source, making the coherence detections unli-
kely to be an artefact of the observational set-up. However,
further tests at high spatial resolution are needed to pro-
vide robust tests of this effect. It might be easier to sample
higher frequencies where an intrinsically broader line
allows slower sampling, e.g. 183 GHz, but ideally, one
would use high spatial resolution also to ensure individual
maser features are isolated, and there may be problems
with the timescale of phase calibration for ground-based
observations. However, more conventional interferometry
to identify isolated features could complement high time-
and frequency-resolution space monitoring.5. Potential and practical considerations of space VLBI
In modelling physical conditions from multiple transi-
tions, the most accurate results require detecting as much
as possible of the emission from each transition, at suffi-
cient resolution to isolate individual clouds or regions of
approximately homogenous conditions and determine
whether the different masers co-propagate or are separate.
Measuring the beaming angle (and using this as a diagnos-
tic for the presence of shocks) also requires detecting the
full extent of the parent clumps.
Although the brightest masers are often beamed into
sub-mas spots, with brightness temperatures exceeding
1012 K, these represent the most favourable velocity gradi-
ents along long path lengths, e.g. the centre of a cloud.
Emission from the edges of a cloud, or from shocks, can
be as extended as the emitting region, tens or even hun-
dreds of mas from Galactic sources. It is well-known that
current VLBI arrays with very sparse/no coverage on base-
lines less than a few 100 km resolve-out up to 90% of even
SiO maser emission from evolved stars within a few kpc.
This is less severe for star-forming regions, e.g. Issaoun
et al. (2017) recovered 1/3 of 3-mm SiO emission from a
protostar in Orion.
e-MERLIN (+ EVN at 4–6 GHz) and ALMA currently
provide a suitable range of angular scales in their respective
frequency regimes. In 1 h or less, ALMA could detect sub-
mm masers of T B  3 104 K (enough to be sure the emis-
sion is non-thermal) at 5–20 mas resolution, providing the
786 A.M.S. Richards et al. / Advances in Space Research 65 (2020) 780–789required sub-mas accuracy through component fitting. At
mm wavelengths, LLAMA and/or the long-term plan for
ALMA extension to 20–50 km are required. In addition,
these arrays provide the shorter spacings and sensitivity
to detect AGB (RSG) within a few 100 pc (kpc) at
22 GHz and above. The current gap at 43 GHz between
VLA and VLBI resolution will be filled by the ngVLA.
The highest resolution maser observations to date have
been made with the GMVA at 86 GHz and RadioAstron at
22 GHz. Whilst circumstellar 86 GHz SiO masers have
been readily detected, the only 22 GHz masers detected at
a comparable  10–20las resolution have been from star-
forming regions and extra-galactic sources. The next steps
in determining what (if any) H2O and other masers are
detectable at similar or higher resolution will be taken,
firstly, when 230–325 GHz or higher frequency spectral line
VLBI with ALMA is offered and secondly, by adding more
shorter spacings to RadioAstron data which may provide
sufficient constraints to image 22 GHz hot spots around
evolved stars. The RadioAstron Cep A results also point
to SFR as good targets for mm/sub-mm H2O masers with
ground-based and space VLBI.
Thus, some of the applications of space VLBI require a
range of ground-based spacings. This implies that if e.g.
ALMA or the SKA are being phased-up, some antennas
should remain on their long baselines. In fact, it is often
desirable to sample maser variability on daily – monthly
time scales. It is most efficient to use frequent single-dish
monitoring, which can be used to track changes between
more time-consuming interferometry sessions, probably
with restricted availability for practical reasons.
It is not unlikely that some mm and sub-mm maser have
the required T B P 1011 K to be detected, for example, on
baselines 2.5 Earth diameters in 5–10 min. Mapping maser
hot-spots alone will reveal cicumstellar kinematics on
scales < RH around evolved stars. Separate, complemen-
tary ALMA, VLTI etc. observations will reveal linked vari-
ations in abundance of dust precursors and nascent dust.
Mapping H2O masers on sub-au scales in protoplanetary
discs is a very exciting prospect, as not only could they
trace the dynamics of gas flow, but also the distribution
of water.
Some of the brightest known H2O masers from lower
energy states, e.g. 183 and 325 GHz, are highly absorbed
from most terrestrial sites, making VLBI difficult except
for ALMA and SPT. These trace cooler and more extended
regions where thermal lines have low surface brightness,
and so masers are the only means of imaging such regions
at high resolution. Other predicted maser lines (620, 793,
899, 1077, 1486, 1689, 1849, 1873 GHz) are completely
unobservable from Earth; the Kuiper Airborne Observa-
tory, Herschel and SOFIA have detected some but at spec-
tral resolution too low to exploit their maser nature. Space-
space VLBI – or even single-dish monitoring from space at
high spectral resolution – will be especially beneficial for
these transitions. Space VLBI offers the exciting possibilityof making annual parallax measurements for extragalactic
sources. The required angular resolution is already possible
(Sobolev et al., 2018), but phase referencing is challenging
and space-space VLBI (no atmospheric delay) might be
more practical.
In conclusion, space VLBI observations of masers at
wavelengths from cm to sub-mm will probe the layers
around evolved stars where mass loss is initiated and con-
tribute to a better understanding of the mass loss mecha-
nism. The observations will help to unravel the accretion
process of massive stars and possibly the sub-au scale
dynamics of water in protoplanetary discs. Ultra-high res-
olution in time, space and frequency will reach into the fun-
damental physics of spectral line formation.
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Appendix A. Telescope acronyms and links
ALMA: Atacama Large sub-millimeter and Millimeter
Array http://www.almascience.org.
APEX: Atacama Pathfinder Experiment http://www.
apex-telescope.org.
Efflesberg Radio Telescope https://www.mpifr-bonn.
mpg.de/en/effelsberg.
EVN: European VLBI Network https://www.evlbi.org.
GMVA: Global Millimeter VLBI Array https://www3.
mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/div/vlbi/globalmm.
Kuiper Airborne Observatory http://quest.arc.nasa.
gov/lfs/about-kao.html.
Herschel http://sci.esa.int/herschel.
KaVA: KVN and VERA Array https://radio.kasi.re.kr/
kava/index.php KVN: Korean VLBI Network https://ra-
dio.kasi.re.kr/kvn/main_kvn.php.
e-MERLIN: http://www.e-MERLIN.ac.uk.
LLAMA: Large Latin American Millimeter Array
https://www.llamaobservatory.org.
Pushchino Radio Astronomy Observatory http://www.
prao.ru/English.
RadioAstron http://www.asc.rssi.ru/radioastron.
SOFIA: Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astron-
omy https://www.sofia.usra.edu.
SPT: South Pole Telescope https://pole.uchicago.edu/
spt.
VERA: VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry http://
veraserver.mtk.nao.ac.jp VLBA: Very Long Baseline Array
https://public.nrao.edu/telescopes/vlba.
VLA: Very Long Array https://public.nrao.edu/tele-
scopes/vla.
VLTI: Very Large Telescope Interferometry https://
www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/telescopes/vlti.html.
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